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The Green Housing Co. 

We are so excited to announce that we are launching the 
first ever, green estate in Waterkloof.

Greenhill in Waterkloof sits on the top of the Waterkloof 
hill with 360 degree views of the surrounding area.

There are 39 stands available, in a beautiful 
“ Contemporary South African” style designed by master 

architect Johan Luus,which compliments both our 
lifestyles as well as weather patterns with every 

consideration towards the Green Housing Solution.

We are offering you the opportunity to be a part of the 
first Green Housing Solution in Pretoria with breathtaking 

views , complete security and magnificent solar power self 
sustaining cluster homes

Embracing the concept of green housing offers many 
advantages for smart homeowners and forward-thinking 

property developers. The Greenhousing Company 
provides affordable solutions that will save you money 

while entrenching a sustainable future.

With modern convenience, personal style and futuristic 
design, our solutions can protect you from unreliable mu-
nicipal services without you ever being negatively impact-

ed by power blackouts, water cuts and ever-increasing 
household bills. 

With years of valuable experience in the local construc-
tion industry, we are able to assist with land development, 
housing design, construction, renovations and upgrades. 
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Water System
This comprehensive 4 part water treatment system takes gray and black water, and processes it back to 
a potable status. This means minimal waste and continuous supple of water, no matter what the munici-

pal water status is.

The 4-phase treatment
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1. Charging phase
The water collected in the 
primary settling
Stage is fed into the 
treatment tank.

2. Treatment phase
The water is treated during the 6 hour treatment phase. 
With this, stirring, aeration and pause times alternate.
Following the charging the stirring phase be- gins: the 
wastewater mix is now only stirred. This takes place using 
very short aeration surges.

3. Settling phase
During the settling phases the activated 
sludge settles on the tank bottom.
The treatment phase activated sludge 
gets into the clarified water pump and 
settles there.

4. Removal Phase
In the removal phase the now 
clarified water is pumped out of 
the plant.

AQUAmax® 20-50 Z
3 - 7,5 m3

AQUAmax® 4-16 M
0,6 - 2,4 m3

AQUAmax® 4-16 M/Poly
0,6 - 2,4 m

AQUAmax® PROFESSIONAL GZ 
4 to 50 PE / 0,6 - 7,5 m3

AQUAmax® PROFESSIONAL GZ 
4 to 50 PE / 0,6 - 7,5 m

AQUAmax® PROFESSIONAL XL-1 
up to 200 PE / 30 m3

AQUAmax® PROFESSIONAL XL-2 
up to 400 PE / 60 m3

Tank Systems



Solar Solutions



Insulated Walling

Used for load-bearing walls up to 9 meters high, these blocks are laid using thin-
bed mortar system and filled with reinforced 15Mpa concrete to form structures 
twice the strength of conventional brick walls. They offer far better insulation 
than a conventional brick&mortar cavity wall and at a reduced cost, they are 
manufactured from 100% recycled polystyrene so are the greenest blocks on the 
market. Has a 2hr SABS fire-rating.



Windows



Contact Us
Address

40 Elephant Rd, Monument Park, Pretoria

Email
brett@thegreenhousingcompany.co.za

Call
Brett: 081 736 6165
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